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SUMMARY

A series of models of the Earth magnetic field and core surface flow have been simul-

taneously and sequentially co-estimated from year 1999 to 2022. The models were

derived from magnetic satellite and ground observatory data using a linear Kalman

filter approach and prior statistics based on numerical dynamo simulations. The

core field and secular variation model components present the same characteristics

as the most recent core field models with slightly higher resolution in time. A prin-

cipal component analysis of the core surface flow series of models shows that the

largest flow variations are observed at high latitudes and under the western part of

the Pacific Ocean. Filtering out the flow variation periods longer than ∼11.5 years

leads to a filtered azimuthal flow that presents ∼7 years periodicities with pat-

terns propagating westward by ∼60o longitude per year. These patterns are present

mainly at mid- and equatorial latitudes. They are compatible with a perturbation of

the main flow made of small columnar flows with rotation axis intersecting the core-

mantle boundary between 10o to 15o latitudes, and flow speed of less than 5km/y.

Present at all longitudes, these columnar flows are particularly strong under the Pa-

cific Ocean after 2013. They can also be clearly identified under the Atlantic Ocean

from 2005 to 2015.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Earth’s geomagnetic field has been known to vary with time for centuries and to monitor

these variations magnetic observatories were established from the middle of the 19th century

(Gauss & Weber 1839). At the observatory sites the Earth’s core field slow variation (the

secular variation) is recorded continuously. It presents sudden changes of slope, that have

been described as “geomagnetic jerks” (Courtillot et al. 1978). This view of a relatively slow

evolution of the magnetic field in between “jerks” (Courtillot & Le Mouël 1988) has been

challenged in the first decade of the 21st century: the analysis of accumulated satellite data

allowed the magnetic field acceleration (i.e. second time derivative) to be modelled giving

evidence of recurrent fast core magnetic field variations (Olsen & Mandea 2008; Lesur et al.

2008). These fast variations were observed mainly in the African hemisphere (i.e. under the

Indian Ocean, Africa and the Atlantic Ocean), or at high latitudes. However, the succession

of magnetic satellite missions have shown that fast variations also occurred under the Pacific

Ocean (i.e. the Pacific hemisphere) between 2015 and 2018 (Finlay et al. 2020). It is not yet

clear if these latter variations form an isolated event or, to the contrary, if it is the absence

of fast variations in the Pacific hemisphere over the first decade of the 21st century that is an

exception.

The observed fast variations raise questions on the dynamics of the Earth’s core flow that

generate them. Yet the information on the flow derived from magnetic observations is par-

tial, limited to large scales and, regarding the temporal evolution of the flow, particularly

difficult to extract. Models of the core magnetic field and its secular variation allow models

of the core surface flow at the core-mantle boundary, just below the liquid viscous boundary

layer at the top of the free stream, to be derived. This step relies on the radial component

of the induction equation as it was proposed by Roberts & Scott (1965). Most of the derived

models show that the core surface flow is dominated by a large scale quasi-geostrophic gyre

flowing westward close to the inner-core tangent cylinder in the Pacific hemisphere, and at

the core mantle boundary in the African hemisphere (Pais & Jault 2008). However there are

still large uncertainties regarding smaller scales and their evolution with time. This comes

from the large number of parameters required to describe the flow, much larger than the
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number of parameters resolved from our partial knowledge of the core magnetic field and its

secular variation at the Earth surface (Holme 2015). To circumvent this difficulty constraints

have to be set on the characteristics of the surface flow. Typical examples are to impose

a large scale flow (e.g. Bloxham 1988), a purely toroidal flow (e.g. Whaler 1980; Bloxham

1990), tangential geostrophy (e.g. Le Mouël et al. 1985), radial vorticity (e.g. Asari & Lesur

2011), or quasi-geostrophy (e.g. Pais & Jault 2008; Gillet et al. 2009). There are other diffi-

culties to handle such as the contribution of the small scale core field and flow to the large

scale secular variation (Eymin & Hulot 2005). As models of the core field and secular vari-

ation improved over the last two decades, this latter issue has attracted more attention. It

is generally handled by adjusting the error budget of the secular variation model (e.g. Pais

& Jault 2008; Baerenzung et al. 2014; Lesur et al. 2015), but the contribution of the small

scale core field and flow has also been co-estimated with the large scale flow (e.g. Barrois

et al. 2017, 2018). The secular variation, as the core field, are however subject to modelling

errors that are difficult to estimate. It is nonetheless important to account for these errors to

assess if a particular flow structure evolving in time is robust or not. The flow model errors are

rarely provided (see Baerenzung et al. 2014, 2016; Baerenzung et al. 2018, for a few examples).

Recent numerical simulations of the Earth’s dynamo (Aubert & Gillet 2021) suggest that the

observed large scale gyre is essentially steady on a time scale of a few decades and that it

cannot explain the observed fast variations of the magnetic field. There is converging evidence

that on shorttime-scales, torsional waves with a period close to 5 years propagating radially

away from the Earth’s rotation axis at the Alfven speed are present in the core (Gillet et al.

2010). It should be noted that these waves represent only a small fraction of the flow total en-

ergy. They have not yet been clearly identified in core flow models derived from satellite based

field models. More recently Magneto-Coriolis (mc) eigenmodes have been identified that have

a much stronger signature than the torsional waves, and periods about seven years (Gerick

et al. 2021; Gillet et al. 2022). An overview of recent progress in modelling magnetic field

fast variations and associated rapid dynamics in the core that could explain them is given by

Lesur et al. (2022).

In this paper are presented results of core flow modelling where the flow is co-estimated with

the core field model and its secular variation as in Lesur et al. (2010, 2015). This carries the

advantage that the full error statistics for the core and secular variation are accounted for.

An iterative approach based on a linear Kalman filter is used as opposed to most previous
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work using ensemble (i.e. nonlinear) filters (Beggan & Whaler 2009; Baerenzung et al. 2018;

Barrois et al. 2018; Gillet et al. 2019). The way the core field and flow modelling has been

implemented here differs from previous co-estimation work in that neither the field, nor the

flow are described in time using B-splines. Rather they are described through a series of snap-

shot models in the same way that it was implemented by Ropp et al. (2020) for the core field.

This carries the advantage that we can reduce the non-linearity of the induction equation.

All model parameters are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution characterised by a mean

and a variance (see e.g. Holschneider et al. 2016). As priors we rely on the outputs of numeri-

cal dynamo simulations. We used the Coupled-Earth (CE) dynamo model (Aubert et al. 2013).

As a result of our modelling work we obtained a precise description of the core magnetic field

from 1999 to 2022, together with a model of the core flow. Although numerous aspects of

the magnetic field and flow model evolution are interesting, we focus here on the analysis of

the mid-latitude and equatorial flows and their temporal variations. In the next section we

describe the data sets we used: satellite and ground observatory data. Then we describe in

sections 3 and 4 the model parameterisation and the modelling method. Results are presented

in section 5, and discussed in section 6. We conclude in section 7

2 DATA

The work presented here is based on satellite and ground observatory data from 1999.0 to

2022.0. These include vector data from the Danish Oersted satellite, the German champ satel-

lite, and the esa CryoSat-2 and Swarm satellite missions. For Oersted and champ the last

version of calibrated data are used, whereas for CryoSat-2 we used the version calibrated by

Olsen et al. (2020). For the Swarm mission, the data version 0506 or 0601 is used depending

on availability, exclusively from the Swarm–a satellite. Regarding observatory data we rely

on the data set made available by Macmillan & Olsen (2013) as distributed on the 21/11/2021.

The data have been selected using similar criteria as Ropp et al. (2020) to limit contributions

from the ionosphere and magnetosphere systems of currents, as well as their counterpart in-

duced currents in the conductive layers of the Earth (Thomson & Lesur 2007). This selection

is based on the data local-time, whether the ionosphere is sun lit or not, the interplanetary

magnetic field (imf) direction, the Dst index, and includes dependence on whether the data

magnetic latitude is inside or outside the ±55o interval (see table 1). As our target contribu-

tion is the core field, there is no need to have a high density of sampling points along a satellite
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Data type Oersted Champ CryoSat Swarm Obs

Dates [1999.2 : 2004.0] [2000.5 : 2010.7] [2010.6 : 2014.0] [2013.9 : 2022.0] [1999.0 : 2021.8]

|Latm| ≥ 55o < 55o ≥ 55o < 55o ≥ 55o < 55o ≥ 55o < 55o ≥ 55o < 55o

Coor. Sys. nec sm nec sm nec sm nec sm nec sm

Selection criteria

Lt (h) all [23:05] all [23:05] all [23:05] all [23:05] all [23:05]

Sampling 60s 20s 60s 20s 60s 30s 60s 30s 1h 1h

Sun lit Io. yes no yes no yes no yes no no no

Dst (nT) ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30 ±30

∂tDst ( nT
day ) ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100 ±100

IMF Bz > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0 > 0

Nb. data 244797 325972 649562 1013919 300666 219713 728968 545888 1101750 1954148

Prior standard deviation (σp)

X 10 nT 4.2 nT 10 nT 3 nT 10 nT 3 nT 10 nT 3 nT 6 nT 4 nT

Y 9 nT 4.2 nT 9 nT 3 nT 9 nT 3 nT 9 nT 3 nT 5 nT 4 nT

Z 9 nT 5.7 nT 9 nT 4 nT 9 nT 4 nT 9 nT 4 nT 6 nT 5 nT

Table 1. Data selection criteria and prior standard deviations σp, both depending on magnetic data

type. Latm is the magnetic latitude. Lt is the local time, given as intervals in hours. sm stands for

solar-magnetic system of coordinate, and nec is the usual North, East, Centre spherical coordinate

system.

orbit. We therefore sub-sample satellite data to reduce possible correlated errors between data

points. We also subtracted a model of the lithospheric field (Lesur et al. 2013) from spherical

harmonic degrees 30 to 110. We did not use total intensity data.

For the least-squares process described below, it is necessary to evaluate as realistically as pos-

sible the data errors. Orientation and calibration processes (Tøffner-Clausen et al. 2016) may

generate errors that are correlated in space and, as the calibration parameters are smoothed

along the satellite trajectory, in time. Similarly the limited resolution of the magnetosphere

contributions to the observations generates correlated errors in space and time in our data.

We rotate vector data in Solar-Magnetic (sm) coordinate system at mid- and low-latitudes to

limit these error correlations between vector components. However in this work the calibra-

tion parameters are not co-estimated, and data correlated errors are ignored. This is clearly

a limitation we should try to overcome. The prior standard deviations σp of the data errors

used in the modelling process are given in table 1. They are essentially the same as those used
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Figure 1. Number of data for ∼3 month steps, with their division into observatory data, and Oersted,

champ, CryoSat-2 or Swarm-a satellite data.

by Ropp et al. (2020).

The number of used data, as a function of time and origin, is shown in Figure (1). It should

be noted that gross outliers are automatically rejected by our modelling process. They are

identified as lying more than five sigma away from the predicted model output for a given

time and location. Furthermore, Huber weights are used in our modelling process such that

the tails of the data error distribution do not affect significantly the output of our modelling.

3 MODEL PARAMETERISATION

The part of the model dedicated to the description of the geomagnetic field at the Earth’s

surface is parametrised as described by Ropp et al. (2020). We have added in this work the

parameterisation of the core flow at the core mantle boundary. Our modelling process gener-

ates a series of snapshot distributions of models. Each distribution is assumed to be Gaussian

and is therefore characterised by a mean model (hereinafter referred to as a model) and a

covariance matrix. A snapshot model describes the geomagnetic field and core surface flow

over three months. This short time-span was chosen to maintain a good balance between ro-

bustness and resolution of the derive models, while having a relatively simple snapshot model

description.

The magnetic field part of the model includes a description of the core field and a linear secular

variation in time up to spherical harmonic degree 18. The lithosphere is modelled from spheri-

cal harmonic degree 15 up to 30, but we recall that a reference model of the lithosphere as been

subtracted from the data up to spherical harmonic degree 110. There is no description of the
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fields generated in the oceans, or in the E-layer of the ionosphere, nor of the toroidal fields gen-

erated by field aligned currents. We described the close and far magnetosphere contributions

using static field components in sm and gsm systems of coordinates as proposed by Lühr &

Maus (2010), although we used here degree 3 maximum spherical harmonics. Magnetospheric

field fast variations and their induced counterparts are parameterised through the Est and Ist

indices respectively, both derived from the Dst index as proposed by Maus & Weidelt (2004).

Although in principle these indices are set for spherical harmonic degree 1 only we use them

up to degree 3. There is also a known dependence of the magnetic data with regard to the imf

By component (Lesur et al. 2005). Here it is again parameterised up to spherical harmonic

degree 3. As in Ropp et al. (2020), we introduced a field component of internal origin with

a linear temporal variation, different from the core or lithosphere, up to spherical harmonic

degree 6. We assume this contribution is induced in the mantle or lithosphere from external

field variations but it may originate from other processes. By introducing this internal field

component in our model, we reduce spurious annual variations that otherwise contaminate the

core field model. Finally, the local lithospheric field contributing to observatory data has to

be handled. For this purpose three observatory offsets, one for each component, are modelled

for each observatory.

Equation (3.1) links the defined set of parameters over a time interval [tk, tk+1[ to the observed

magnetic field B(r, θ, φ, t), where r, θ, φ, t stand for radius, colatitude, longitude and time

(t = tk + δt; δt < (tk+1 − tk)), respectively:

B(r, θ, ϕ, t) =
∑
`,m

( c
r

)`+2
[ cgm`k + δt cġm`k] Ŷ

m
`,`+1(θ, ϕ)

+
∑
`,m

(a
r

)`+2
[ lgm`k] Ŷ

m
`,`+1(θ, ϕ)

+
∑
`,m

(a
r

)`+2
[ igm`k + δt iġm`k] Ŷ

m
`,`+1(θ, ϕ)

+
∑
`,m

(a
r

)`+2 [
istgm`k Ist(t)

]
Ŷm
`,`+1(θ, ϕ)

+
∑
`,m

(r
a

)`−1
[gqm`k] Ŷ

m
`,`−1(θGSM , ϕGSM )

+
∑
`,m

(r
a

)`−1 [
sqm`k + iqm`k B

imf
y (t) + estqm`k Est(t)

]
Ŷm
`,`−1(θSM , ϕSM )

+
∑
i

δ(r − ri, θ − θi, ϕ− ϕi) Oi + eo ,

(3.1)
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where the gm`k and qm`k are the model parameters for internal and external sources, respectively.

Prefixes of spherical harmonic coefficients are associated with the source modelled – e.g. c for

the core, l for the lithosphere (see table 2 for the list of coefficients associated with each

source). The Oi are the observatory offsets and (ri, θi, ϕi) is the position of the observatory of

index i. The vector eo is the error in the equation due to the noise in the data and the contribu-

tions of un-modelled sources. The (θSM , ϕSM ) (resp. (θGSM , ϕGSM )) are the coordinates in sm

(resp. gsm) system of coordinates. a = 6371.2km and c = 3485km are the reference radii for

the Earth’s surface and core respectively. The Ŷm
`,`′(θ, ϕ) are vector spherical harmonics nor-

malised in the same way as in Lesur & Vervelidou (2020); Ropp et al. (2020) – see Appendix A.

The core surface flow Uh is decomposed in toroidal and poloidal components (e.g. Holme

2007), each described through spherical harmonics up to degree 26:

Uh(θ, ϕ) =
∑
`,m

{ [tm` ] ∇h × (r̂Y m
` (θ, ϕ)) + [sm` ] ∇hY m

` (θ, ϕ) }, (3.2)

where tm` , sm` are the toroidal and poloidal coefficients respectively and ∇h is the horizontal

gradient operator on the unit sphere. Y m
` (θ, ϕ) are the usual Schmidt-normalised spherical

harmonics. There is no time dependence of the core flow over the 3-month span of a snapshot

model. To model the core surface flow, we used the radial component of the induction equation:

∂tBr = −1

c
∇h · (Uh Br) +Dr, (3.3)

where Dr = η er · ∇2B is the radial diffusion contribution to the secular variation (η being

the magnetic diffusivity and er a radial unitary vector). The discretised form of this equation

for the time interval [tk, tk+1[ is:

0 =
4πc(`+ 1)

2`+ 1
[cġm`k]

−
∑
`′,m′

{
∑
`′′,m′′

`′′ + 1

2
G`,m`′′,m′′,`′,m′(`

′′(`′′ + 1) + `′(`′ + 1)− `(`+ 1))cgm
′′

`′′k } [sm
′

`′k]

−
∑
`′,m′

{
∑
`′′,m′′

(`′′ + 1)E`,m`′′,m′′,`′,m′
cgm

′′
`′′k } [tm

′
`′k]−

4πc(`+ 1)

2`+ 1
([dm`k] + [em`k]) + ef

(3.4)

where cġm`k are the Gauss coefficients for the secular variation at the core mantle bound-

ary, and dm`k those of the diffusion contribution to the secular variation. We also introduced

truncation error parameters noted em`k. They account for this part of the secular variation

due to small scale core field and core flow not resolved in our model. The error term ef

accounts for potential numerical approximations. G`,m`′′,m′′,`′,m′ and E`,m`′′,m′′,`′,m′ are the Gauss

and Elsasser’s integrals (Gibson & Roberts 1969). These equations have the maximum degree
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`max = `′′max = 13 for the secular variation, the core field, the diffusion contribution and the

truncation errors, and `′max = 26 for the poloidal and toroidal flows.

Together, equations (3.1) and (3.4) form the set of equations that are fitted to the magnetic

data by adjusting the values of the model parameters – i.e. the various gm`k, ġ
m
`k, q

m
`k, the tm`k,

sm`k, d
m
`k, e

m
`k and Oi (see table 2). The Gauss coefficients for the static core field cgm

′′
`′′k are un-

known parameters in equations (3.1). In equations (3.4), they contribute to the terms in curled

brackets but are treated as known values. Therefore, only the secular variation Gauss coeffi-

cients cġm`k link the two sets of equations (3.1) and (3.4) where they are treated as unknown

parameters. Of course we could have replaced the cġm`k in equations (3.1) by an expression

derived from equations (3.4), but we made the choice to model explicitly the secular variation

to monitor the sequential process that is described in the next section. The choice of having

the cgm
′′

`′′k assumed known in equations (3.4) has a second consequence: it reduces the non-

linearity of the inverse problem.

To write the equations (3.1) and (3.4) as a linear system of equations, the vector mk is defined

that contains all 4103 parameters presented in table 2, for the time interval [tk, tk+1[. A matrix

H can be defined such that the equations (3.1) become:

dBk = H ·mk + eb, (3.5)

where dBk contains all vector magnetic data values for this time interval and eb their associ-

ated errors eo. Similarly the equations (3.4) write:

d0 = Hcgm
`k
·mk + ef , (3.6)

where d0 is a null vector with dimension `max× (`max + 2) = 195 (`max = 13 is the maximum

degree of the secular variation used in equations (3.4)) and ef contains the errors ef . The

matrix Hcgm
`k

is built assuming the cgm`k are known. The two linear systems (3.5, 3.6) can be

combined in one single system:

dk =

 dBk

d0

 =

 H

Hcgm
`k

 ·mk +

 eb

ef

 = Ak ·mk + ek . (3.7)

In section 4 is described how this linear system, valid for the time interval [tk, tk+1[, is solved.

Finally, it should be noted that the diffusion and the truncation errors are explicitly modelled

(see equation (3.4)) contrary to what was done in Lesur et al. (2010, 2015) where these
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[h]

Source Lmin:Lmax Time scale Prior Parameters

Static core field 1:18 ce model ce model cgm`k

Core SV 1:18 11 yr ce model cġm`k

Toroidal Flow 1:26 30 yr ce model tm`k

Poloidal Flow 1:26 30 yr ce model sm`k

Diffusion term 1:13 415/` yr ce model dm`k

Trunc. Errors 1:13 11 yr ce model em`k

Lithospheric field 15:30 106 yr
R = 6280.km

S = 2.7 10−2

lgm`k

Ist indexed field 1:3 < ∆t
R = 2537.km

S = 1.0

istgm`k

Induced field 1:6 < ∆t – igm`k

Induced field variation 1:6 < ∆t – iġm`k

gsm ext. field 1:3 < ∆t
R = 16000.km

S = 5.4 103
gqm`k

sm ext. field 1:3 < ∆t
R = 6900.km

S = 3.56

sqm`k

Est indexed field 1:3 < ∆t
R = 16000.km

S = 5.4

estqm`k

Bimf
y indexed field 1:3 < ∆t

R = 6900.km

S = 0.1

iqm`k

Obs. offsets Non SH 106 yr
R = 6371.2km

S = 1.0 103
Oi = (Oi

x, O
i
y, O

i
z)

Table 2. Summary of all modelled sources, along with the minimum and maximum SH degrees for

which they are estimated, the time scale used for the prediction step and information on the way prior

spatial covariance matrices were built. The radius R and scaling S are the parameters entering in the

definition of the prior as described by Holschneider et al. (2016).
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contributions were treated as random errors. As discussed below, in this sequential framework

the explicit modelling of the diffusion and truncation errors is necessary to control the temporal

variability of the core surface flow.

4 MODELLING METHOD

The set of parameters for the magnetic field contributions and the core surface flow are es-

timated sequentially in 93 steps, each step spanning three months of data (more precisely

365.25×0.25 days). This is done through a linear Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) in the same

way as in Ropp et al. (2020). We provide here only a limited amount of information and refer

to Ropp et al. (2020) for details on the process. A Kalman filter can be decomposed in three

steps described below: analyse, prediction and smoothing steps. The prediction and analyse

steps are made successively for each time interval starting from 1999 up to 2022. When the

full series of models and associated covariance matrices is defined, the smoothing steps are

applied backward in time.

To start this process – i.e. for the time interval [t0, t1[, the model parameter prior statistics are

required. We assume that all model parameters follow a Gaussian distribution characterised

by a mean and a covariance matrix. For the core field parameters, the secular variation, the

flow at the top of the core, the diffusion and the truncation errors, the mean model is null,

and the covariance matrices are derived from a large number of outputs of the CE numerical

dynamo runs. For the truncation errors the covariance matrix also includes a component due

to the expected accuracy output of the core field model. For the diffusion, the off-diagonal

elements were set to zero. In this way no prior information was provided on the spatial distri-

bution of diffusion. For other sources: lithosphere, magnetosphere, induced sources, the mean

models are also null and the covariance matrices are set as in Holschneider et al. (2016) by

defining a scaling S and a reference radius R (see table 2). The correlation matrices for the

coefficients igm`0 and iġm`0 have been established by trial and errors as in Ropp et al. (2020).

No prior cross-correlations were assumed between independent sources, with the exception of

the core and the secular variation, in an attempt to have the best possible resolution of the

secular variation for each 3 month interval.

Over a given time interval [tk, tk+1[ the analyse step solves the system of equations (3.7) and

therefore updates the means and covariance matrices of equation (3.1) and (3.4) parameters,

such that the equations (3.1) fit the observed values of the magnetic field. This is achieved
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through an iterative re-weighted least-squares algorithm that at each iteration adjust the

Huber weights used for magnetic data, and update the matrix Hcgm
`k

using the most recent

estimates of the Gauss coefficients cgm`k. Huber weights are not used for the induction equa-

tions (3.4). The covariance matrix of the vector of errors eb in equation (3.5) is assumed to

be diagonal, and the data variances as a function of the data type are given in table 1. The

covariance matrix for the vector of errors ef in equation (3.6) is also assumed to be diagonal,

and its elements are arbitrarily set to (σp)2 = 10(nT/y)2, as a limit for which the equations

(3.4) hold. It should be noted that this analyse step separates reasonably well the signals of

internal and external origins. However, cross-correlations are generated between parameters of

internal origins and between parameters contributing to the induction equations (3.4). These

cross-correlations are partially limited by the prior means and covariance matrices of the pa-

rameters, but depend mainly on the parameters temporal variabilities that are controlled via

the prediction step.

The prediction step carries the information acquired over the time interval [tk−1, tk[ to the

next time step [tk, tk+1[. It defines therefore the time dependence of the parameters. As in

Ropp et al. (2020), the prediction step of the core field cgm`k parameters is controlled by the

estimated secular variation. For all the other parameters their temporal evolutions are de-

scribed by an order 1 stochastic process depending on one parameter which we refer to as the

time-scale. The set time-scale values for each parameter type is given in table 2. Note that

there is no transfer of information from one time step to the next if the time-scale is shorter

than the time step. The temporal dependencies play a major role in the separation of the

“induced” contributions (parameters igm`k and iġm`k) from the core field contributions, or, as

this will be discussed below, in the separation of the diffusion and truncation errors from the

advection term in the induction equation.

The last step of the Kalman filter is the smoothing. It carries backward in time the information

derived at recent epochs. The process applied is exactly the same as in Ropp et al. (2020).

It smoothes the parameter time series and, in particular, shifts slightly backward in time the

estimated secular variation.

5 RESULTS

The results are presented in this section in three parts: we start with the presentation of

the fit to the data, then look at the general features of the core field model, and finish
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with a description and analysis of the flow model. We recall that the outputs of the modelling

process are Gaussian distributions of models characterised by their mean values and covariance

matrices. In the following, unless specified, the term “model” refers to the mean model. The

combination of core field and secular variation models we derived is called the mcm-2022

model.

5.1 Fit to the data

The evolution in time of the standard deviations (stds) of the estimated error terms eo and ef

in equations (3.1) and (3.4) gives a good idea of the quality of the model fit to the data. These

stds are estimated over each time step, before the Kalman smoothing process. In Figure (2)

are presented these stds for the weighted error terms, where the weight for the magnetic

datum i is:

wi =

√
whi
σpi

(5.1)

where whi is the Huber weight (for most of the data whi = 1), and σpi the prior std associated

with the data (see Table 1). For the flow equations, Huber weights were not used and the

weights are simply wi = 1/σpi .

In Figure (2) left, it seems that the prior stds of the high latitude data may be under-

estimated leading to high values of the weighted residual stds, but the residual distributions

are not Gaussian. They present large tails (larger even than those expected for a Laplacian

distribution) and therefore the std is not a good estimate of the fit to the data. What is

important is that all the stds are relatively constant over time. For low latitude data the fit is

as good as expected with posterior stds around 1. Otherwise, a variability of the fit linked to

the Solar cycle can be seen. For the flow equations, the residual stds (Figure 2, right) are very

small; the prior variances for ef were probably too large. This has apparently no effect on the

quality of the results. We observe nonetheless a regular decrease of the posterior stds over

the first four years, possibly linked with the robustness of the secular variation that increases

over the years as more data are assimilated (Fournier et al. 2021).

5.2 Magnetic field model

The core field and secular variation Gauss coefficients can be extracted from the series of

snapshot models fitted to the data. Along the ∼22 years time-span of the model, both the

core field and its secular variation vary in time. They present however identified structures at
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the core mantle boundary (i.e. at radius c=3485 km) that are shown for year 2015, well inside

the Swarm era, in Figure (3). The core field presents the usual sinuous magnetic equator,

and patches in the southern hemisphere where the radial component of the core field has a

sign opposed to the expected positive value associated with a pure dipole field. The secular

variation is dominated by small scale patterns, with large values under North-East Siberia,

not far from the imprint of the inner core tangent cylinder on the core mantle boundary, and

patches of strong radial values at low latitudes in between [−90 : +120] degrees in longitudes

(positive eastward).

The time series of the core field and secular variation Gauss coefficients allow the secular

variation and acceleration to be estimated using a three point finite difference formula (see
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Figure 3. Snapshots of the core and secular variation magnetic field model radial components, trun-

cated to spherical harmonic degree 13, for year 2015.0 and estimated at the core mantle boundary.

Continents are shown to help understanding the field geometry.
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Abramowitz & Stegun 1964, eq. 25.3.4). In Figure (4) are presented the temporal evolution

of the secular variation Gauss coefficients cġ01, cġ−33 , cġ05 and cġ88 as estimated through the

modelling process and compared to the CHAOS-7 model (Finlay et al. 2020). As in Ropp

et al. (2020), the agreement with CHAOS is not very good for the cġ01 coefficient but is better

for other coefficients. Our mcm-2022 model generally presents a higher temporal resolution.

We also observe the consistency of the secular variation as estimated from the data with the

secular variation calculated by finite differences from the estimated cgm`k time series. This is

an important point to verify when co-estimating the magnetic field and the flow models.

The energy as a function of the wavelengths for the core field, the secular variation and

acceleration are shown in Figure (5, left), for three different epochs. When compared to the

priors derived from the (CE) dynamo model, these spectra show that there is more energy than

expected in the core field and secular variation above spherical harmonic degree 14, possibly

due to un-modelled or poorly modelled sources at these wavelengths. On the same figure are

presented the temporal evolution of the secular variation and acceleration energies over time,

truncated to spherical harmonic 13. There is a very significant increase of the secular variation

energy around 2009, that reaches a maximum in 2019. The same behaviour is observed for

the chaos-7.9 model (Finlay et al. 2020) and is mainly due to an increase of the secular

variation energy at large scales (spherical harmonic degrees smaller than 5). There is a clear

∼3 years periodicity in the secular acceleration energy, suggesting a dominant periodicity

around 6 years in the secular variation and acceleration signals. Therefore, unsurprisingly, the

time scale for the acceleration defined by:

τsa(`, k) =

√∑
m(cġm`k)

2∑
m(cg̈m`k)

2
(5.2)

where cg̈m`k are the Gauss coefficients of the acceleration centred on the time interval [tk, tk+1[,

gives values around 6 or 7 years for spherical harmonic degrees between 5 and 13, as in Ropp

et al. (2020) (see Figure 6). This result gives us confidence in the quality of the modelled secular

variation and acceleration up to degree 13. For higher degrees the estimated acceleration time

scales are not accurate, as the secular variation energy is too large.

5.3 Core surface flow model

As for the core field, the toroidal and poloidal flow coefficients can be extracted from the

series of snapshot models fitted to the data. This gives a series of 93 snapshot flow models, ∼3

months apart. They all present the general patterns described in Pais & Jault (2008) charac-
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terised by a large scale gyre, essentially invariant along the rotation axis of the Earth, flowing

westward close to the inner-core tangent cylinder in the Pacific hemisphere, but flowing along

the core mantle boundary in the African hemisphere (see Figures 7, top row). The energy of

this flow as a function of spherical harmonic degree is shown in Figure (8, left) for three differ-

ent epochs, independently for the toroidal and poloidal components, and together with their

prior and posterior statistics. It is obvious than only a small part of the flow coefficients are

robustly estimated. To extract the robust part of the flow we used the posterior covariance

matrix of the flow (see Appendix B), and present “resolved” flow estimates in Figures (7)

(bottom row). Although small-scale flow patterns are visible, the resolved flow still presents

the large scale gyre identified in Pais & Jault (2008). The main evolution of the flow patterns

in between 2006 and 2019, is concentrated under the western part of the Pacific Ocean. There

is also a strengthening of the flow at high latitudes. To this variability of the flow corresponds

an evolution of the flow energy over time which is presented in Figure (8, right). Although

the flow energy increases over time there is no obvious correlation with temporal evolution

of the secular variation energy. This may be due to the excess of flow energy associated with

the geomagnetic Jerk for year 2006 (Chulliat et al. 2010). The clear 3-year periodicities of the

core field acceleration energy are not matched by similar variations in the flow acceleration

energy (not shown).

With only a ∼22 year time-span and 93 snapshots the flow model is too short to study its

variability through a detailed Fourier analysis. To better describe how the flow is evolving

over the model time-span, we made a principal component analysis of the model snapshots –

see Appendix C. The first three modes are presented in Figure (9) together with their time

variations. The first mode presents the usual large scale gyre, flowing westward at a speed
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Figure 7. Core surface flow for year 2006 (left) and 2019 (right). Top row: the flow model is truncated

to spherical harmonic degree 13. Bottom row: the “resolved” part of the flow (see Appendix B) up to

spherical harmonic degree 26 is shown. Arrows indicate the flow directions and the colormap the flow

speed. The flow map presents a strong north-south symmetry compatible with quasi-geostrophic flows.

Continents are shown to help understanding the flow structure.

of few km/y at the equator, in the African hemisphere. It is essentially constant over time,

although a variability of the order of 1 km/y is observed (with also some periodicity) for

its scaling factor. The main variability of the flow is carried by the modes 2 & 3 that are

strongly symmetric relative to the equator. These modes are characterised by small gyres

flowing eastward at the equator and westward at higher latitudes. High-latitude flows are

mainly westward for the mode 2, and eastward for the mode 3. However these flow directions

change with time. The mode-2, with gyres centred at longitude 160o East, has a multiplicative

factor varying by 4 km/y over the model time-span. These gyres therefore flow first westward

at the equator, vanish around 2012.7, and flow eastward after this date. Similarly the mode-3

has gyres centred at longitude 80o East. They flow at the equator first East, then West, and

finally back to East. Very similar results are obtained for the first three modes when analysing

the “resolved” flow. It should be noted that the decomposition of the first three modes into a

first mode nearly constant in time, a second mode presenting a linear trend and a third mode

with a quadratic behaviour in time, comes naturally in a principal component analysis and
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Figure 8. Left: Energy spectra as a function of the wavelength for the toroidal (top line-point curves)
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tion in time of the toroidal and poloidal flow energies. The energy of the poloidal flow is one order of

magnitude smaller than the toroidal energy. Energy estimates before 2001 and after 2020 are not as

robust as between 2001 and 2020.

is not necessarily linked to the dynamics of the flow. The approach clearly shows that the

main flow variations at mid- or low-latitudes are in between longitude interval [60o, 210o] East,

however it is not well suited to extract signatures of torsional oscillations or mc eigenmode

flows.

With the aim of identifying torsional waves, we focus now on the flow azimuthal component.

In Figure (10) top row, left, is presented the east component of the modelled flow at the

magnetic equator as a function of time. This component presents a generally strong westward

flow with, in 2000, two areas of lower velocities at longitude 100o East and around 260o East.

These area are still present in 2012, but seem to merge forming a larger patch of low flow

velocity that even switches to eastward flow in 2019. Still in Figure (10) top row, left, can be

distinguished a light periodicity with time. In order to better highlight this periodicity, the

flow model has been filtered by fitting and then removing sine and cosine waves with frequen-

cies νk = k δν (k = 0, 1, 2 and δν = 1
23.25 y

−1) to the time series of flow spherical harmonic

coefficients. In Figure (10) top row, right, is presented the east component of the filtered flow

model at the magnetic equator as a function of time. It exhibits patterns, particularly strong

after 2013, with fast westward propagation (e.g. from ∼ 249o to ∼ 159o longitude over 1.5

years, i.e. roughly ∼60o longitude per year) and strong periodicities of ∼7 years, very similar

to the patterns described by Gillet et al. (2022). They have been identified by these authors

as the signatures of mc eigenmodes (Gerick et al. 2021). However the comparison does not
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hold when comparing the propagation speed (estimated to ∼25o longitude per year by Gillet

et al. (2022)) and when displaying the latitudinal eastern filtered flow structure as a function

of time for longitude 170o East (see Figure 10, bottom row, left): there are strong azimuthal

flows centred at colatitudes 60o and 120o, in opposite direction compared to those at the

equator. There are also significant contributions at higher latitudes, with weak evidences of

a pole-ward drift with time. At high latitudes, signals have shorter periods that we did not

smooth out in our approach (in Gillet et al. (2022), periods shorter than 4 years are filtered

out). To have a better view of the spatial patterns of the filtered flow, a map of its eastward

component is displayed in Figure (10) bottom row, right, for epoch 2017.6. It presents patches

of alternate eastward and westward flow on the equator, with a maximum flow in the Pacific

hemisphere and a vanishingly small flow under the Atlantic. To these patches correspond fur-

ther patches at higher latitudes, symmetrical relative to the equator, with azimuthal flows in

opposite directions.

The general picture provided by the filtered flow is therefore the presence of small columnar

flows along the equator, with their rotation axis aligned with the Earth’s rotation axis and
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roughly centred between 10o and 15o latitude. These columnar flows are perturbations around

a slowly varying flow. They have higher velocities at longitudes ∼250o East and ∼150o East.

From the successive snapshot models of the filtered flow, it is difficult to established if these

columnar flows are drifting in longitudes or are independent structures fed by higher latitude

perturbations. They have however an apparent westward propagation speed of ∼60o longi-

tude per year. They are strongly reduced at longitude ∼100o East, very likely because of the

geometry of the large scale gyre described by Pais & Jault (2008). Although weaker, they can

still be identified in the African hemisphere. The flow speed in these columnar flows seems

to be not exceeding ∼5km/y in the Pacific hemisphere where they are the main observed

flow variations. This system of columnar flows propagating westward is consistent with the

general flow evolution highlighted in Figure (9) and is very likely the source of the observed

core magnetic field acceleration in the Pacific hemisphere.

We note that between 2005 and 2015, the same westward propagating patterns are observed

under the Atlantic (see Figure (10) top row, right, between longitudes 300o and 350o East).

As in the Pacific hemisphere, the corresponding core flow is made up of small columnar flows

propagating west. They are probably associated with the core magnetic field acceleration

observed over the same period in the African hemisphere.

6 DISCUSSION

In the previous section results of our modelling work have been presented with a focus on the

core magnetic field and core surface flow models together with their temporal variations at

mid- and equatorial latitudes. These variations are a consequence of modelling choices that

we discuss here.

The variability of the core surface flow model follows from the variability of the magnetic field

model. The latter presents the expected characteristics with in particular a secular accelera-

tion energy having 3-year periodicities (see Figure 5). This suggest that 6-year periodicities

are present in the secular variation and acceleration models. However these periodicities are

harmonics of the solar cycle, and the associated activity of magnetic external fields may have

leaked e.g. through the induced field signals or poorly modelled high latitudes ionospheric

signals, inside the core field and secular variation models (e.g. see Lesur et al. (2022); Finlay

et al. (2017)). To limit as much as possible these leakages we introduced an induced field

model parameterised by the igm`k and iġm`k Gauss coefficients (see Table 2 and Equation 3.1).
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Figure 10. First row: Longitude-time plots of the eastward core surface flow estimated at the equator.

The full flow model is shown on the left, the filtered version on the right. Second row: latitude-time

plot of the eastward component of the filtered core surface flow at longitude 170o East is shown on the

left, the map of the eastward filtered flow component at epoch 2017.6 is on the right. It is centred on

the Pacific Ocean. Continents are shown to help understanding the flow structure.

The prior time-scale for these parameters is very short (smaller than the Kalman stepping

interval), and therefore they characterise well fast field variations. Their amplitudes have

been tuned so that they describe the annual periodicities that appears naturally in internal

magnetic field models fitted to observatory and satellite magnetic data. On the other hand

these amplitudes are sufficiently small so as not to affect significantly the 6-year periodicities

observed in the magnetic field secular acceleration. It is clear however that these priors are set

rather arbitrarily: we are not able to asses if part of the annual variability of the induced field

is due to core processes, or if the 6-year periodicities in the secular variation are partly due to

external sources activity. However, the secular acceleration patterns are observed mainly at

mid- or low-latitudes and there is a general agreement that they are of core origin (e.g. Olsen

& Mandea (2008); Lesur et al. (2008); Chulliat et al. (2010)).

Identifying time varying patterns in the flow model heavily depends on the way the induc-

tion equation (equations 3.3, 3.4) is parameterised. In our approach, there are three modelled

“sources” that can account for the observed secular variations: the core surface flow, the dif-

fusion and the truncation errors. They are treated here has independent “sources”, with no

prior cross-correlation between them and their contributions to the secular variation cannot
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Figure 11. Left: Energy at the Earth’s surface and for epoch 2017.62, as a function of the spherical

harmonic degree for the observed secular variation, its component resulting from the advection of the

core field by the flow, the diffusion and the truncation errors. Right: The same derived from filtered

quantities. Note that the filtered advected secular variation energy is the energy of the secular variation

component resulting from the advection of the core field by the filtered flow and not the filtered version

of the advected secular variation. These are different quantities as the core field varies with time.

be separated from equation (3.4) alone. It is only through their prior time-scales and ampli-

tudes that this separation is possible (see Table 2). The secular variation generated by the

time averaged core flow does not separate well from the time average diffusion and truncation

errors. However, the former contribution prior and posterior amplitudes are much larger than

the amplitudes of the two latter contributions (see Figure 11, left), thus the averaged surface

core flow is reasonably accurate. We consider now only temporal variations of the core surface

flow. Figure (11), right, shows the energy as a function of wavelength for different filtered

contributions. The weakness of the filtered diffusion spectrum, compared to the spectrum

displayed on the left plot, is a clear indication that diffusion varies only slowly with time and

therefore separate well from the advection contribution for periods shorter than ∼11 years.

This smooth variation of diffusion contribution in time is in agreement with its prior time-scale

that was set to that of the core field model (see Table 2). The time-scale of the truncation

errors has been set to that of the secular variation model: it is not much smaller than the

time-scale of the core flow (see Table 2). It follows that the truncation error contribution is

the least affected by the filtering process. Therefore, truncation errors describe a significant

part of the secular variation rapid evolution, but not the slowest variations.

Despite these difficulties in the separation of the core flow, the diffusion and the truncation

errors, there are flow variation patterns that are reliable. These are described by the first
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three modes in Figure (7). These core flow variations generate a secular variation that is too

large to be explained by small amplitude truncation errors or diffusion signals. Even if the

time-scale of these two latter “sources” are dropped to values smaller than the Kalman filter

time step, the modelled core flow still present the same large amplitude slow variation patterns.

We expected that the 6-year periodicities of the secular variation translate in some charac-

teristic patterns with the same periodicities in the core surface flow. We identified the signa-

ture of westward propagating columnar flows (see Figure 10) with a period close to 7 years.

This 7-year periodicity should be interpreted with caution as the third harmonic ν3 = 3 δν

(δν = 1
23.25 y

−1) of the filtering process we applied, leads to a periodicity of 7.75 years. This

periodicity is thus likely to emerge naturally in the filtered quantities. A closer analysis of

the filtered flows shows that they are also affected by edge effects before 2001 and after 2020.

However, at no point in the process did we favour westward propagation of the observed pat-

terns (see Figure 10 top, right) that clearly results from the inversion of the data. Neither the

longitudinal propagation speed (60o per year), nor the latitudinal structure of the signals we

obtained match those of the signals, otherwise very similar, described by Gillet et al. (2022)

and identified by these authors as mc eigenmodes (Gerick et al. 2021). The spread to mid-

latitudes of the periodic patterns we observe (see Figure 10 bottom, left) could be due to the

Couple-Earth (CE) dynamo model (Aubert et al. 2013) that we used to build our prior. Using

the model described in Aubert (2019) that separates advection from waves in the core flow,

may help concentrating the kinetic energy near the equator and lead to results closer to those

obtained by Gillet et al. (2022). Yet we note that the same filtering process applied to the

“resolved” flow, that is less dependent on the prior, leads to the same patterns with generally

smaller scale structures (see Figure 12). It is however difficult to be confident that the signals

we observed are, or are not, mc eigenmodes, since the signatures of the latter at the core

surface depend on the magnetic field inside the core that is probably more complex than the

simple model used by Gerick et al. (2021). There are also other propagating waves in the core

– e.g. QG-Alfen waves (Aubert 2019; Aubert & Gillet 2021) or, in case of stratification, mac

waves (Buffett & Matsui 2019), although in both cases the theoretical flows are not, at first

glance, comparable to our observed flow patterns.

We have not explored in detail what would be the effect of adding prior cross-correlations be-

tween core flow, diffusion and truncation errors, nor adding prior cross-correlations between

them and the secular variation. This may slightly improve the posterior cross-correlation, but
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Figure 12. Map of the eastward core surface flow at epoch 2017.6 derived from the filtered resolved

part of the model (threshold ratio=2, see appendix B). Continents are shown to help understanding

the flow structure.

as these are not resolved by the data it is likely that the posterior cross-correlations remain

those of the prior cross-correlations.

As a final remark, we point out that we have not been able to identify torsional waves as in

Gillet et al. (2010) probably because our time-series of core surface flow models is two short

to get good frequency resolution and separate a 5-year period from other periods. However,

that does not rule out the presence of these waves in our model or in the data.

7 CONCLUSION

The Earth’s magnetic field and associated core surface flow have been modelled from 1999 to

2022, from satellite magnetic data and ground observatory hourly means. The technique used

relies on a Kalman filter and a covariance based modelling approach (Holschneider et al. 2016;

Ropp et al. 2020). The output of this modelling process is a series of snapshot gaussian distri-

butions defined by a mean model and a covariance matrix. The core magnetic field model has

the same characteristics as the model described in Ropp et al. (2020). It compares well with

the other core field models (– e.g. Finlay et al. 2020), but generally shows a larger variability

in time. The co-estimated core surface flow model presents a quasi-geostrophic large-scale gyre

already identified by Pais & Jault (2008).
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In order to study the variability of the core flow, it has been necessary to co-estimate the diffu-

sion and truncation-error parts of the induction equation such that their temporal variability

could be controlled. We found that the temporal variations of the core flow and truncation er-

rors are particularly difficult to separate. Nonetheless we identified an increasing flow speed at

high latitudes, and significant flow variations under the western part of the Pacific Ocean. We

also identified periodic azimuthal flows propagating westward over ∼60o longitude per year.

These periodic signals are associated with columnar flow structures along the equator under

the Pacific Ocean. The same flow structure has been observed under the Atlantic Ocean, from

2005 to 2015. Although they have a periodicity around ∼7 years, they cannot be immediately

identified as Magneto-Corriolis (mc) eigenmodes (Gerick et al. 2021; Gillet et al. 2022) because

they present larger scale structures in the latitudinal direction. However, none of our results

rule out the presence of these mc eigenmodes or torsional waves with shorter time periodicities

In order to verify the robustness of our results, we use the output core surface flow model

covariance matrix to extract the part of the surface flow that is the best resolved. This

“resolved” flow present the same characteristics as the full flow model, giving us confidence in

our results. However, the presence and characteristics of the identified columnar flows have to

be confirmed and further studied. They are still open questions such as the apparent weakness

of these flow structures under Africa, or their abrupt weakening at longitude 100o East as they

propagate westward. It is essential to pursue the magnetic data acquisition on ground and

through satellite missions to better understand and describe the flow variation patterns that

we have started to properly identify thanks to the high quality magnetic data accumulated

over the last two decades.
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APPENDIX A: NORMALISATION OF VECTOR SPHERICAL

HARMONICS

Vector spherical harmonics are introduced in this manuscript in equation (3.1). The normal-

isation used has been described by Lesur & Vervelidou (2020). The Ŷm
`,`+1 and Ŷm

`,`−1 are

defined by:

Ŷm
`,`+1(θ, φ) = −a (r/a)`+2 ∇

(
(a/r)`+1 Y m

` (θ, φ)
)

Ŷm
`,`−1(θ, φ) = −a (a/r)`−1 ∇

(
(r/a)` Y m

` (θ, φ)
)
.

(A.1)

The (θ, φ, r) are the usual colatitude, longitude and radius. a is a reference radius. The
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Y m
` (θ, φ) are the Schmidt semi-normalized real spherical harmonics used in geomagnetism

where negative orders, m < 0, are associated with sin(|m|φ) terms whereas null or positive or-

ders, m ≥ 0, are associated with cos(|m|φ) terms. ∇ is the usual gradient operator. Although

the radius r and the reference radius a appear in equations (A.1), the vector harmonics only

depend on the colatitude and longitude. We use the normalisation:

1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
Ŷm
`,`′(θ, φ)Ŷm

`,`′′(θ, φ)sinθ dθ dφ =

 `+ 1 if `′ = `′′ = `+ 1

` if `′ = `′′ = `− 1
. (A.2)

The vector harmonics Ŷm
`,`+1 and Ŷm

`,`−1 are orthogonal for all values of ` – i.e.

1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
Ŷm
`,`+1(θ, φ)Ŷm

`,`−1(θ, φ)sinθ dθ dφ = 0. (A.3)

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF THE “RESOLVED” FLOW

The way the “resolved” flow is derived from the modelled flow is briefly described below.

As an output of the modelling process, each snapshot model of the core surface flow m

comes with a posterior covariance matrix Cm that can be extracted from the full posterior

covariance matrix of the model. This matrix Cm is symmetric real and definite positive. It

can be decomposed as:

Cm = V · L ·Vt (B.1)

where L is a diagonal matrix which diagonal elements λi are the eigenvalues of Cm. The

matrix V is the matrix of the eigenvectors, and t indicates the transpose.

We introduced the vector x = Vt ·m, that is the core surface flow model defined with the

eigenvector basis. The eigenvalue λi is the variance of the element xi of x. A “resolved” model

is set by defining a threshold for the signal to noise ratio ri = |xi|/
√
λi. For values of ri under

this threshold, the value of xi is set to zero defining this way a vector x̃. The “resolved” model

in terms of spherical harmonic toroidal and poloidal components m̃ is then reconstructed by:

m̃ = V · x̃ (B.2)

In Figure (B1) is shown the number of ratio values ri above different values of the threshold, as

a function of time. We recall that a single snapshot has 2× 728 degrees of freedom. Therefore

the threshold values of 2, used in this work, considerably reduces the complexity of the flow

model.
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Figure B1. Number of ratio ri above the threshold ratio = 2, 1.5 and 1, as a function of time.

APPENDIX C: FLOW PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)

We describe briefly here how the principal component analysis was applied to the flow model.

An example of principal component analysis application to core surface flow can also be found

in Pais et al. (2015).

For each epoch tk the toroidal and poloidal flow coefficients: tm`k, and sm`k, were set in a vector

hk following the canonical order:

hk =
(
t01k, t

1
1k, t

−1
1k , t

0
2k, · · · , s01k, s11k, s−11k , s

0
2k, · · ·

)t
. (C.1)

The size of this vector is 1456 = 2 × 728 as the maximum spherical harmonic degree for the

poloidal and toroidal flows is ` = 26. There are 93 vectors hk, one for each epoch, that can be

put together to build a matrix H = [hk]k=1,93. A singular value decomposition of the matrix

HtH gives:

HtH =
93∑
i=1

λiviv
t
i (C.2)

where λi and vi, for i = 1, · · · , 93, are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of HtH, respectively.

Each of the eigenvectors is describing a typical behaviour in time that is associated with a

flow pattern defined by a set of toroidal and poloidal flow coefficients given by the elements

of the vector ui with:

ui =
1√
λi

H · vi. (C.3)

Each of the vector ui defines a mode, with a temporal behaviour given by
√
λivi. In Figure (9)

we present the modes and temporal behaviours associated with the three largest eigenvalues.


